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CASE: TORTIYA, IVORY COAST 

The extension of water main 

network into underserved and 

unauthorized settlements, in the 

town of Tortiya.
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� House connections 

are currently very 

expensive but if 

network were 

extended into 

currently unserved 

area, cost of new 

house connections 

would be reduced. 

� The extension of water main would also:

� Improve water quality by supplementing for the 

deteriorating quality from local borehole supply.

� Reduce the likelihood of the population illegally 

purchasing water from neighbors with mains 

connection. 
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CONTEXT 

� Tortiya is a town located in 

north-central Côte d’Ivoire. 

People have migrated to 

the area since 1947 for 

diamond mining. Mining 

has been carried out along 

the banks of the Bou River. 

The mining has been small 

scale, unorganized, 

individual efforts and have 

cased significant 

environmental impact on 

the on the river and 

subsequently the water 

quality in the area.

� In recent years diamond mining has 

become a secondary economic activity in 

Tortiya, with current artisanal mining only 

carried out by the poorest of the poor. The 

current primary economic activity is 

cashew farming. However, with the recent 

lifting of the UN diamond embargo and the 

efforts made by the government to 

revitalize the sector, it is possible that 

mining will regain some importance.
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Household connections in 

Tortiya 

END USER

� Tortiya currently has 33,000 inhabitants. 

This is expected to grow significantly in 

coming years due to a revitalization of 

diamond mining in the area. 

� Low level infrastructure & no formal 

industry. 

� The town is also serviced with 7 

boreholes, 6 of which are functioning. 

These are coin operated and water is sold 

at a fixed price, however due to 

decreasing quality of this water users are 

opting to purchase water from neighbors 

with mains connection instead.  

Per capita 

consumption = 

25 l/ person / day 
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POLICY MAKER 

� National Private utility company Société 

des Eaux du Côte d’Ivoire (SODIECI) 

holds exclusive right to the technical 

and commercial exploitation of water 

in Ivoirian cities, under the direction of 

the Ministry of Economic Infrastructure.

� Côte d’Ivoire, as a country, through the 

developments of SODIECI, has the 

highest number of household 

connections in west Africa. 
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CAPITAL FUNDER

� SODIECI will fund the network 

extension project in Tortiya. 

� The policy of full recovery of 

both operating and investment 

costs ensures a strong base for 

the water sector.

� Water users have financed 

most investments over the last 

dozen years. 

Cross-subsidy through tariff policy

� Abidjan and six other large cities compensate for economic losses in other 

urban centres like Tortiya. However, poor households still have difficulty 

paying for connections particularly in Tortiya where income is low and 

unstable.

National Subsidized 

Household connections
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DESIGNER

� SODIECI have contracted a 

national engineering firm who 

have previous experience 

carrying out similar work 

across the country. 

� However as the likelihood of 

payback from the infrastructure 

development in Tortiya is very 

low, the firm have been 

requested to maintain low 

construction costs, where 

possible. 


